SELLING PLACES:

Heritage Tourism and
Marketing Your Town
by John Tunbridge

Summary
Heritage tourism is no longer a simple way to sell your town. This article discusses problems of saturation by a standardizing product,
with the consequent need to identify a distinctive angle. The dissonant reality and future uncertainty of heritage point to its judicious use
in order to lever a wider economic base.

Sommaire
Le tourisme patrimonial n'est plus desormais simplement un moyen de « vendre » une ville. Cet article aborde les problemes de saturation
diJs a la normalisation du produit et le besoin consequent de trouver un « angle » distinctif. La realite dissonnante et /'incertitude future du
patrimoine sont indicatifs de son emploi judicieux comme moyen de diversification economique.
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hirty years ago, Canadian towns
perceived as historic were few and
far between. Since then, however, global
discovery of "heritage" and national selfdiscovery, piqued by all those civic
Centennial projects, have transformed
perceptions among residents and
tourists demanding, and entrepreneurs
and planners eager to supply, the
distinctive sense of place encapsulated
by a notion of heritage derived from
historic structures, artifacts and
associations. We are now well beyond
the point at which "everytown", often
pressed by a failing industrial economy,
could not only conceive of a heritage
identity but set about constructing and
selling it. The pattern is so remarkably
repetitive worldwide that a theoretical
model, the "tourist-historic city;' has
been formulated to describe it.
There is the rub. So ubiquitous is the
selling of urban heritage that the market
is at risk of saturation by the product,
notwithstanding the reverse problem,
which impairs the quality of life in such
exceptional "honey pots" as Niagara-onthe-Lake. Furthermore, the distinctive

local sense of place quintessential to
the concept is being eroded by a global
convergence of heritage enterprise,
methodology and end product.
"Everytown" could end up looking like
every other town . The same signage,
street lights and colour schemes are

there so that the quest for distinctiveness
is defeated and the point of visitation is
lost. In the pre-heritage days of 1960s
urban standardization, Schultz's Charlie
Brown once commented that no
matter where you go, you never left.
Welcome back?

Baker Street in Nelson, British Columbia
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The point of this article is not to preach
historic industrial or other sites must
cease and desist, however, but to suggest
also be appropriated. This means
how to minimize saturation, standardicommunity-wide cooperation both to
upgrade and to maintain the urban
zation and other perils. The first point is
that location is everything, a truism in
environment. This, in turn, calls upon
retailing, be it of heritage or other theme
civic pride, pointing to the primacy of
persuasions.To capture a tourism market,
selling heritage values to residents before
they can be reliably sold to outsiders.
you need initial advantage in your local
When , like Perth in Ontario, you can
region: if the regional heritage market is
thereby induce a city dweller to drive an
already appropriated by a Perth or an
Elora, there is no point in competing
hour each way on a summer's evening
unless you have a locational edge with
with his dog for the pleasure of walking
respect to market or supportive tourism
around your town, you have probably
sold your heritage amenity package with
amenities. However, it may be possible
to exploit location in proximity to an
more conventional success.
established heritage destination as a
Finding a novel angle is the surest way
stop on a tourist route or circuit. This
to rise above the crowd. Towns across
would need to embrace some diversity
Canada, and elsewhere, have often
of interest and enjoy the cooperation of
succeeded in thus offsetting
all stakeholders
the failure of existing
concerned,
Heritage tourism is industries. Some have
including higher
supplanted their historic
levels of
no longer a simple
identity with an alternative
government and
theme suggested by their
way
to
sell
your
town.
public or voluntary
environment, to the
heritage agencies
disapproval of heritage
such as Parks Canada and the Heritage
purists, such as the adoption of an
Canada Foundation. Insofar as heritage
alpine theme by Kimberley, British
development is aimed at present and
Columbia, some years ago. Others have
future residents (retirees?), however, the
exploited their own historic resources
constraints of location with respect to
in innovative ways. Nelson, British
tourism may be less applicable.
Columbia, was able to cultivate its value
as a Hollywood "western" film set, after
Reinforcing amenities within your town
may be critical. While "Main Street" is
the Heritage Canada Foundation had
normally the heritage focus (as the wellassisted its Main Street revitalization in
the 1980s. Shelburne, Nova Scotia,
known Main Street Revitalization Program
attests), it is essential to capitalize on
acquired a secondary heritage interest,
waterfront assets and to do so in a
perhaps equivocally, by retaining extra
"New England" trappings after its
manner supportive of, rather than
competitive with, Main Street interests.
empathetic use as a film set for
The heritage amenity value of open
Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter.
spaces, older residential areas and
Chemainus BC Mural
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Chemainus, British Columbia, has been
particularly successful as a "mural town,"
using blank walls in an otherwise
unprepossessing townscape. The town
has recreated heritage pictorially,
employing artistic license to reinsert
the Native and Asian characters earlier
written out of its historical script. It has
thereby given itself a multicultural glow
and a focus of interest for trans-Pacific
West Coast residents and tourists. It
has generated enough tourism revenue
to fund an arts centre, which provides a
year-round resource for residents and
recent arts and retiree immigrants to
the area. Its example has been widely
copied elsewhere, although rarely as
comprehensively.Athens, Ontario, has a
similar mural density on a smaller scale.
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, has reinforced
its Main Street revitalization-with the
aid of a federal grant provided during
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's
conversion of the province's air base-by capitalizing on a unique resource:
underground servicing tunnels that
were extended as living space by a
once-fugitive Chinese community and
that are associated (at least in U.S.marketable legend) with the nefarious
activities of Al Capone. Like Chemainus,
its success has stimulated further resource
development, notably a spa hotel using
underground mineral water and a casino.
These cases may involve specifics that
other towns could not or would not
choose to copy, but this aside, emulatio
depends upon the hard logic of location
You cannot easily repeat a theme in t he
same region. This said, more than 300
small arts-oriented communities that
make various connections to local

heritage have been identified across
Canada, testimony to the number of
places that can make a living of sorts
from variants of a theme in a country
as large as Canada.
Whether or not you find a novel
heritage-related angle, however, heritage
is not the warm-and-fluffy creature its
protagonists are inclined to have you
believe.All heritage can be seen as
dissonant. One person's heritage is
another's poison. It is created from a
selective exploitation of historical
resources and, potentially at least, will
upset someone or other on account of
their disinheritance, their contested
representation, or a variety of other
issues over the manner of its recognition,
presentation or marketing. Perceived
biases of ethnicity, class and political
persuasion are the commonest problems,
long known but still often disregarded .
In marketing your town's heritage, you
need to research the range of possibilities
thoroughly.Ask which of these you want
to project; how they will accord with
residents; which may best meet market
demands. In so doing, you may encounter
some uncomfortable skeletons in the
cupboard: who did what to whom, and
who may remain aggrieved thereby.
We see ourselves as a generous and
welcoming society, but we have had our
share of spats. These include tensions
between English and French and the
marginalization of black citizens in Nova
Scotia, the Chinese in British Columbia
and First Nations people everywhere.
There is the misappropriation of credit
or blame involving individuals such as
Louis Riel and of segments of society or
colonial/foreign powers. Those in the
National Capital Commission charged
with the balanced presentation of
Canadian heritage as a whole could
readily speak to our multicultural,
multilateral, heritage minefield; those of
us marketing our individual piece of it
had best beware. Of course, the tendency
to standardization of a generic heritage
may counteract these problems and

might indeed be welcomed as a means
of neutralizing them, but this creates its
own dissonances among those' who
perceive their heritage to be thereby
sanitized or trivialized, quite apart from
its marketing weakness. The decision to
market heritage needs to weigh the
dissonance potential and to consider
carefully strategies of inclusion, measured
generic standardization, or market
segmentation (between residents and
tourists or different groups of these),
and hope that you can control them.
If your town is free of such concerns,
be thankful but be sure.
Even if you are so blessed, however, you
need to consider that neither time nor
heritage stand still. We cannot prejudge
what will commend heritage to posterity,
although we can avoid needless foreclosure of its built environmental
resource by the utmost circumspection
as to what we demolish. We can be
flexible in meeting the evolving ideas of
the young and the newly arrived. We
cannot, in fact, foretell whether posterity
will countenance the notion of heritage
at all, although we can avoid needlessly
discrediting the concept by charting a
course between an internationally
stereotyped "millennial fad" and an
elitist instrument reinforcing patrician
values (or even a WASP-ghetto escape
from multiculturalism). We should note
that young people's idea of the "Grand
Tour" associates must-see place identities
more with bungee jumping than built
environment. The continuing appeal of
heritage, on our or any terms, cannot
be taken for granted. It is worth
remembering that heritage retailing may
be fine through the Santa Claus Parade
but will not keep you warm in January.

avoid wire-crossing in these respects.
Geographical acumen is also needed.
At the end of the day, gather ye heritage
tourism profits while ye may and invest
them in economic diversification that
continues to draw upon a heritage appeal
(for retirees, telecommuters, heritageidentity associated enterprises) that can
survive if and when its day is past. •
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Although this discussion may seem like
a polemic against heritage tourism, it is
intended only as a warning of its pitfalls
as a simplistic economic panacea.The wellestablished principles of place marketing
apply and include the need to project
the right message by the most effective
medium to the intended market and to
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